Small Sampling of (the 90,000) Books available for the 2024 Old Book Sale (listed/3/12/2024)

Note: Books listed here will be found in the Vintage Bookcase, Civil War & Genealogy areas at the Book Sale. The vast majority of the 90,000 books over 60 categories are found on 140 tables in the Georgia Grown/Baby Barn Building

CIVIL WAR

- *Rebel Yell* by S. C. Gwynne
- *The Civil War, Time-Life* 27 volume set (missing one volume)
- *Conquering the Valley: Stonewall Jackson at Port Republic* by Robert K. Krick
- *Ironmaker to the Confederacy* by Charles Dew
- *Confederate Georgia* by T. Conn Bryan
- *Camp Oglethorpe: Macon’s Unknown Civil War Prisoner of War Camp, 1862-1864*, By Stephen Hoy and William Smith
- *Confederate City: Augusta, Georgia 1860-65* by Florence F. Corley
- *The Man Who Saved the Union: Ulysses Grant in War and Peace* by H. W. Brands
- *Battle of Despair: Bentonville and the North Carolina Campaign* by Robert P. Broadwater,
- *The History of the 26th Regiment North Carolina Troops in the Great War 1861-65*, reprint
- *The Official Military Atlas of the Civil War*, published by Barnes & Noble

GENEALOGY

- *History of Oglethorpe County, Georgia* by Florrie C. Smith
- *Index for Old Kentucky Surveys and Grants*, Kentucky Historical Society
- *Edgefield County, South Carolina Abstracts of Deed Books 1 – 12* by GeLee Corley Hendrix
- *Chronicles of the Cape Fear River 1660-1916*, 2nd edition by James Sprunt
- *Ninety Years in Aiken County, South Carolina Troops in the Great War 1861-65*, reprint
- *Virginia Settlers and English Adventurers: Abstracts of Wills, 1484-1798 – 3 volumes in one. By Noel Currer-Briggs
- *Anson County, North Carolina Deed Abstracts, 1749-1766; Abstracts of Wills and Estates 1749-1795*. By Brent Holcomb
- *Anson County, North Carolina, Abstracts of Early Records* by May McBee
- *Colonial North Carolina 1735-1764: Abstracts of Land Patents, Volume 1* by Margaret M. Hofman
- *Chronicles of the Scotch-Irish Settlement in Virginia Extracted from the Original Court Records of Augusta County, Virginia 1745-1800*, 3 volume set, by Lyman Chalkley
- *Index to War of 1812 Service Records for Volunteer Soldiers from Georgia* by Judy Kratovil
- *Methodist Preachers in Georgia, 1783-1900* by Harold Lawrence
- *Heroes, Horses and High Society: Aiken from 1540* by Kay Lawrence
- *Greene County, Georgia Tax Digests Pre-1800* by Mary Hoit Abbe and Elaine C. Neal
- *The Best Poor Man’s Country* by James T. Lemon
• *Early Pennsylvania Births, 1675-1875* by Charles Fisher  
• *Oconee County, Georgia Marriage Records, 1875-1920* by Clark-Oconee Genealogy Society

**HISTORY / BIOGRAPHY**  
• *Revolutionary Reader Reminiscences and Indian Legends*, by Sophie Lee Foster, Byrd Printing company, Atlanta, 1914, includes 1913 Georgia Map  
• *The Old West*, Time Life, 24 vols + Index,  
• *The Spirit of the Seventy-six: The Story of the American Revolution as told by Participants*, Henry Steele Commager and Richard B. Morris, Volume 1  
• *Time Capsule1939-1944: A History of the Year Condensed From the Pages of Time*, Henry Luce  
• *Encyclopedia of Universal History*, Volumes II, III, IV, John Clark Ridpath, 1890  
• *Jimmy Carter book collection*, 5 books, 2 signed  
• *This Fabulous Century*, Time Life, 8 volumes complete, covers 1870-1970  
• *My Life East and West*, William S. Hart, 2004 reprint of 1929 autobiography, cowboy history

**HOBBIES / CRAFTS / SKILLS / COLLECTING**  
• *The Book of Rifles*, W.H.B. Smith and Joseph E. Smith, 1948, Stackpole publisher  
• The M. I. Hummel Album, 1992, like new with dust jacket  
• *The Wedgewood Circle 1730-1897: Four Generations of a Family and Their Friends*, Barbara and Hensleigh Wedgewood, 1980, Collier Macmillan Canada  
• *The Shotgun Book*, Jack O’Connor, 1965  
• *Hummel Art*, John Hotchkiss, 1978  
• *North American Hunting Club Series*, 7 volumes like new. 1990’s  
• *Foxfire series*, multiple books available in this series about culture & skills of yesteryear.

**COOKBOOKS**  
• *Kate Smith Chooses her 55 Favorite Cake Recipes from Ann Pillsbury’s Famous Kitchen*, 1952, 1st Ed.  
• *Grannies’ Remedies*, by Mai Thomas, 1965 (Wales Grandmother’s folk-medicine recipes)  
• *Betty Crocker Cookbook set*, 7 books (3 first editions), 1950’s, 1960-1970  
• *The Good Housekeeping Cookbook*, 1949  
• *The American Woman’s Cookbook*, Ruth Berolzheimer, 1946  
• *Warner Robins Woman’s Club Cookbook* 1965

**CHILDREN’S BOOKS**  
• *The Little House on the Prairie*, 9 book set plus *The World of Little House* and *The Ghost in the Little House*  
• *Little House on the Prairie*, MORE ADDITIONAL SETS THIS YEAR  
• *Dr. Seuss Books* (copies of out-of print books)  
• *Rip Van Winkle*, Washington Irving, illustrations by N.C.Wyeth, 1987 with dust jacket  
• *Doctor Dolittle*, Hugh Lofting, 1967, 1st edition, original text  
• *Harry Potter*, 3 volumes, illustrated by Jim McKay with slipcover, like new
• Tales From Fern Hollow, John Patience, (5 books) 1980’s, Derrrydale publisher
• The Little Golden Book Library: (3 thick story collections)/Fairy Tales and Rhymes/Bedtime Stories/Golden Favorites, 1969
• Trixie Beldon set, 7 books
• Chitty Chitty Bang Bang, Ian Fleming, 1964
• Landmark Book series, several in the historical & biographical series, offered individually
• Childhood of Famous Americans, 1950’s, 1960’s, good number offered individually
• Boys and Girls of Bookland, illustrated by Jessie Willcox Smith, 1988 with dust jacket
• Happy Hollisters by Jerry West, 6 books in the series
• The Original Mildred Classics, by Martha Finley, penned in late 1800’s, reprints
• The Three Bears, Linen-Like, circa 1930’s, very colorful
• Robinson Crusoe, Mcloughlin Bros., copyright 1897 (linen type paper)
• Joan Lowery Nixon Collection, 7 books, 1 signed
• Christy (Fiction series), 12 volume set by Catherine Marshall
• Walt Disney’s Uncle Remus Stories, giant Golden book, 1981, 33rd printing
• Album of Dogs, Marguerite Henry, 1970
• Mother Goose: The Complete Book of Nursery Rhymes, illustrated by Dorothea J. Snow, 1941
• Obedience Starring Three Little Dolls: Book Five Pointers For Little Persons, 1945, Virginia Parkinson
• Little Chatterers Story Book, 1902, McLoughlin Bros.
• Junior High paperback set, 10 books by Kate Keny, 1980’s
• Bobsey Twins mixed book collection, total of 14 books, 4 vintage books copyright 1929 printed in 1950’s, mixture of titles from 1980’s, 1990’s plus like new Book #1 with dust jacket
• The Wonderful World of Walt Disney (4 books) / Walt Disney Parade (4 books), 1965,1970, 8 books total, includes Uncle Remus Stories

LOCAL HISTORY / GEORGIA BOOKS / THE SOUTH
• Margaret Mitchell Memorial of the Atlanta Public Library Dedicated December 15, 1954, 31 page booklet by the Atlanta Public Library, William S. Howland, Norman S. Berg, Susan Myrick
• Jump! The Adventures of Brer Rabbit, by Joel Chandler Harris, Adapted by Van Dyke Parks and Malcolm Jones, Illustrated by Barry Moser: Plus Jump On Over! The Adventures of Brer Rabbit and His Family, (additional book of tales)
• Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil plus After Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil
• Walt Disney’s Uncle Remus Stories, giant Golden book, 1981, 33rd printing
• A Circuit Rider’s Widow, by Corra Harris, 1916
• Eve and The Fallen Star, Agnes Cochran Bramblett, Banner Press, (signed) 1948
• The Gold of Dahlonega, by Lou Harshaw, 1976, 1st edition
• Georgia Scenes, Augustus Baldwin Longstreet, 1971 reprint of 1835 book
• The Georgia Gold Rush, by David Williams, 1973
• Memoirs or a Quick Glance at My Various Travels and my Sojourn in the Creek Nation, by Louis LeClerc Milfort, 1972, Beehive Press
• The Georgia Catalog: Historic American Buildings Survey, 1982
• The Trading Post: Pioneer Adventures Along the Ocmulgee River Frontier, by Ray Scarborourch, 2010
• Colonial Augusta: Key of the Indian Countrey, by Edward Caskin, 1986
• Mapping Georgia’s Growth 1750-1900, Editor: John H. Hollis, 1982
• The Clamorous Malcontents: Criticisms and Defenses of the Colony of Georgia 1741-1743, by Trevor R. Reese, 1973, Beehive Press
• The Most Delightful Country of the Universe: Promotional Literature of the Colony of Georgia 1717-1734, Trevor R. Reese, 1972, Beehive Press

MILITARY
• The Paperclip Conspiracy: The Hunt for the Nazi Scientists, Tom Bower, Little Brown, 1987, with dust jacket
• God Is My Co-pilot, Col. Robert Scott, early copy, 1944, Blue Ribbon Books
• Three Young Continentals: A Story of the American Revolution, Everett T. Tomlinson, originally 1896, Grosset reprint 1910
• A Dictionary of Battles 1715-1815, Brigadier Michael Calvert and Brigadier Peter Young, 1st American edition, 1979
• Ballantine’s Illustrated History of World War II, Weapons Book/Campaign / Battle Book / General Book, 34 volumes, 1970’s
• Ballantine’s Illustrated History of the Violent Century, War Leader/Weapons Book/Politics in Action/Battle Book/Campaign Book/Human Conflict/SS regalia/Nazi Regalia, 57 volumes 1970’s
• The American Military Saddle: 1776-1945, Stephen Dorsey & Kenneth McPheeters, 1999
• Battle Report: the War in Korea, Captain Walter Karig, Commander Malcolm Cagle and Lt Commander Frank Manson, 1952

AUTHOR SETS / INDIVIDUAL NOVELS / CLASSIC LITERATURE
• Jaws by Peter Benchley, 1974, early printing, with dust jacket, gutter code showing
• Special Hobbit collector’s set: The Hobbit Party; Hobbits, Elves and Wizards; The Hobbit /Visual movie Companion; DVD/Beyond the Movie Lord of the Rings
• Mark Twain’s Works: Author’s National Edition, 20 volumes, circa 1910, Harper & Brothers
• Sundown Jim, Ernest Haycox, with dust jacket 1948
• Philippa Gregory Historical Fiction collection, 14 trade paperbacks
• Ogden Nash set (5 books) all with dust jackets in mylar plastic, 1940’s
• Rex Stout (Nero Wolfe) series, 35 paperbacks, 6 hardcovers
• Ellis Peters Cadfael Collection, #1 through 19 of the series
• John D. MacDonald set, 19 books
• Barrack-Room Ballads & Departmental Ditties, by Rudyard Kipling, Peter Pauper Press, with slipcase
• The Return of Tarzan, Edgar Rice Burroughs, early A. L. Burt edition, very worn, circa 1919
• Cherry Ames: Chief Nurse, Helen Wells, Reprint by Grosset & Dunlap, with dust jacket
• No Time For Sergeants, Mac Hyman, 1954, with dust jacket
• Jim Butcher / Dresden Files series, 17 books + graphic novel
• Letters From Father Christmas, J.R.R.Tolkien, with dust jacket 2012
• Dr. Seuss: And to Think That I Saw It On Mulberry Street, (2 copies out-of-print)
• Dr. Seuss: The Tough Coughs As He Ploughs the Dough 1987
• Dr. Seuss: McElligott’s Pool, 2 copies out-of-print
• Dr. Seuss: If I Ran The Zoo, (out-of-print)
• Looking Backward, Edward Bellamy, 1951, with dust jacket
• Bret King Mystery: The Mystery of Ghost Canyon, Dan Scott, 1st of series with dust jacket, 1960
• A Cynic’s Meditations, Walter Pulitzer, 1904, Dodge Publishing, numerous illustrations, S. Aspell
• Yankee-Doodle’s Literary Sampler of Prose, Poetry & Pictures: Anthology of Diverse Works Published for the Edification of Young Readers in America Before 1900.
• Mary Engelbreit Collection, 8 books
• Discovery of Witches Set, Deborah Harkness, 4 volumes
• Jane Haddam mystery series, 17 volumes
• Jean Auel Clan of the Cave Bear series, complete 6 volumes with dust jackets
• Louis L’Amour novel set (46 volumes) plus Frontier of Louis L’Amour, all in leatherette covers, Bantam
• Louis L’Amour vintage paperback collection, 45 small paperbacks
• Ernest Hemingway duo, The Old Man in the Sea and Islands in the Stream, both with dust jacket
• Gene Stratton-Porter, 6 books, reissue of 1910 classics
• Will James, 5 western reprints with dust jackets, 1920’s-1930’s, Cow Country, The Dark Horse, Sand, Sun Up, and Scorpion.
• Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, 1946, Heritage Press, French fold leaves, 8 full color plates
• The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Mark Twain, circa 1940’s, illustrated by Worth Brehm
• The Short-Stop, by Zane Grey, 1914, Grosset & Dunlap
• Autobiography of Mark Twain, editor Harriet Elinor Smith, Un. Of California Press, 2010
• Margaret Frazer Mystery Collection, 14 paperbacks, 2 hardcovers
• The Complete Farside comics collection, with slip case, Volumes I, II, III, 1980-94
• Native Son, by Richard Wright, 1st edition, 1940 with dust jacket

RELIGION
• Matthew Henry’s Commentary, 2006, complete 6 volume set
• Walking with Frodo: A Devotional Journey Through the Lord of the Rings, Sarah Arthur, 2003
• Thru The Bible, with J. Vernon McGee, complete in 5 volumes with dust jackets
• Tyndal New Testament Commentaries, 20 volumes complete

ART / MUSIC / PHOTOGRAPHY / FILM / ARCHITECTURE
• The Beatles: An Illustrated Record, Roy Carr and Tony Tyler, 1978
• The Salvation Army Song Book 1941/ The Salvation Army Band Tune Book for 1st Baritone B flat 1928/ The Salvation Army Band tune book for 2nd Cornet B flat 1954
• Metropolitan Seminars in Art, by John Canaday, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 22 volumes
• Gunsmoke DVD Collection, 18 discs
• Guitar magazines, 33 magazines, 1990’s
• The Official Movie Magazine: Aliens 1986
• Charlie Chan DVD Collection, 25 DVDs
• Star Trek Compendium, 1981, show by show guide
• Currier & Ives: Printmakers to the American People, Harry T. Peters, 1942
• Why A Duck: Visual and Verbal Gems from the Marx Brothers Movies, 1972, editor Anobile
• The Complete Book of MASH, Suzy Kalter, 251 shows depicted, 1984
• Tasha Tudor: several books illustrator by Tasha Tudor
SINGLE TOPIC / NOSTALGIC / UNUSUAL

- The Face on the Milk Carton, by Caroline B. Cooney & the companion novel: (the books about the child photos on milk cartons); 1991, 1993, Bantam Starfire books.
- Foxtail books, various books from the collection, including a Cookbook
- Cowboy Boots Book Set (beautiful photos); Cowboy Boots: The Art & Sole by Jennifer June and The Cowboy Boot Book by Tyler Beard
- Illustrated Natural History, Rev. J. G. Wood, 1886, George Routledge & Sons, Limited
- UFO/Alien Collection: (5 books), Area 51: An Uncensored History of America’s Top Secret Military Base by Jacobsen; Fact, Fiction & Flying saucers: The Truth Behind the Misinformation by Friedman and Marden; Aliens: The World’s Leading Scientists on the Search for Extraterrestrial Life by Khalili; UFO’s, ETs, and Alien Abductions by Donderi; Secret History of Extraterrestrials by Kasten
- GURPS Gaming magazines, 11 volumes
- In Nomine Gaming magazines, 9 volumes
- Looney Tunes: Bugs Bunny & the Martian in Hare and Space Museum, by McNally & Cahill, 1996
- Warner Robins Demons 1998 Football Program guide
- Magic Eye, volumes I, II, III, 3-D illusions
- Spider-Man Novels, The Venom Factor, The Lizard Sanction, The Octopus Agenda by Diane Duane, Wanted Dead or Alive by Craig Shaw Gardner, 1990’s
- The Book of the Dead: The Hieroglyphic Transcript of the Papyrus of ANI, translation into English and An introduction by E.A. Wallis Budge, 1966
- The Earth Chronicles, (Books 2-5 plus Genesis Revisited, Zecharia Sitchin, 1980’s, 1990’s

EXTRAS / ODD ITEMS

- Many vintage paperbacks (great cover art)
- Yearbooks Elementary / High School / College
- Graphic Novels / Manga
- Comic Books
- NUMEROUS Little Golden Books (collectibles without price bar codes)